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NCTSN Mission

• Raising public awareness of the scope and impact of 
child traumatic stress

• Advancing a broad range of effective services and 
interventions

• Working with systems of care to ensure they are 
trauma-informed

• Fostering a community dedicated to collaboration 
within and beyond the NCTSN

• Building partnerships with youth, families, and 
providers

The NCTSN works to accomplish its mission of serving 
the nation’s traumatized children and their families by:





Structure and Governance
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The NCTSN: Structure

CAT 1

CAT 2

CAT 3 Affiliates

Family &
Young Adult 

Partners

SAMHSA



Category 1 Center

• The National Center for Child Traumatic 
Stress (Nickname: The National Center)

• Continuously funded since October 2001

• A team of more than 50 staff at Duke and 
UCLA

• “Knit the Network together,” and guide 
major collaborative initiatives

Category
1



Category 2 Center

• Treatment and Services Adaptation 
Centers

• 46 Centers

• Promote wide-scale dissemination and 
implementation of effective treatments 
and services approaches

• Serve as a resource in their areas of 
expertise

Category
2



Category 3 Center

• Community Treatment and Services 
Centers

• 93 Centers

• Provide direct services and training on 
trauma-informed practices to child-
serving systems

• Provide community education and 
prevention services

Category
3



Affiliates

• Formerly funded in the NCTSN 

• 200+ affiliate members

• Remain members of the NCTSN

• Expand the reach and impact of the 
Network Affiliates



Family and Young Adult Partners

• Partner with Network members

• Gain access, learning, leadership

• Ensure services are helpful

Family and
Young Adult 

Partners



SAMHSA

SAMHSA

• Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration

• Government Project Officer (GPO)

• Provide oversight and monitoring to 
ensure grant goals are met. 



The NCTSN Steering Committee & Advisory Board

• The Steering Committee 

• Is reflective of the Network

• Each member serves a 2-year term

• The Advisory Board

• Aims to raise the national visibility of the issue of 
child traumatic stress and enhance the capacity of 
the Network to identify its priorities for action. 

• Each Board member serves a 3-year term



The National Center for Child Traumatic Stress
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NCCTS: Co-located at UCLA and Duke University

Duke 
• Data and Evaluation Program

• Policy Program

• Site Integration and Collaboration 
Program

• Training and Implementation 
Program

• Technology

• Finance

• Special Projects 

UCLA 
• Military and Veteran Families Program 

& DOD Academy 

• Service Systems Program

• Terrorism and Disaster Program

• Product Development

• Technology

• Finance

• Special Projects 

• Core Curriculum



Questions for You

• How has knowing more about development of kids helped you in 
your work to date?

• If this is the first time you are thinking about development of kids, 
how might this be helpful to you in your day-to-day work?

• What is something you really want to know about 6-12 year old 
kids before we finish today?



General Overview of Middle Childhood
• Age range = 6-12 years
• Several milestones during this time: 

• More exposure to school settings (varies)
• Start of puberty
• Worldview extends outward from family to relationships with peers 

and other adults – contact with the larger world
• Receive feedback from the outside world

• Important time to develop confidence and self-concept
• Friendships become more important 
• Preparing for adolescence 

Stanford Children’s Health; National Research Council,; Iowa State University Extension(Tunno, 2020)



Important to Note…

• Development is a continuous process and 
children develop at different rates

• Description of milestones cover what is 
typically common during this age

• What are some things that could delay 
typical development?

• Individual differences of children
• Difficulties with providing appropriate 

caregiving
• Environmental stressors
• Trauma
• Other risk factors (e.g., intellectual 

developmental disorder, medical 
difficulties)

(Healthy People 2020)(Tunno, 2020)



Developmental Tasks

• What are typical questions 
parents of 6-12 year old kids 
have about their child?

• Is this behavior normal?
• They just asked me this…what 

do I say?
• Why are they so literal about 

right and wrong?
• How do we teach them to be 

kind to friends?
• Why are we already dealing with 

puberty?



What We Expect from this Age Group

• Generally…
• These kids have a lot of questions!
• They are eager to learn
• They are interested in rules and why they exist and while they want 

others to follow rules, they may not follow them
• They might relate more to games (cooperation with others) in their day-

to-day play 
• They are growing and developing quickly!

Adapted from the Center for Parenting Education, 2022



Ways Caregivers Support Development
• Setting Limits

• Establish understanding about rules and connection to safety
• Helping kids understand what are real limits vs. pretend 
• Providing developmentally and trauma-informed responses to behavior management needs
• Encouraging cooperation, responsibility, and feeling like they are part of and needed in the family 

• Encouraging Emotional and Cognitive Development
• Educating kids about feelings identification and noticing reactions in others in others
• Encouraging activities that reflect interests, build skills, and increase confidence
• Praising any approximation of behaviors we want to see increase

• Supporting Social Development
• Providing time with friends.
• Introducing them to role models other than their parents

• Normalizing Physical Changes
      
      Adapted from the Center for Parenting Education, 2022



Introduction of Cases
• 12 and 14-year old boys alleged to be delinquent for wantonly and willfully burning a 

school building after setting a fire in the school bathroom. 
• Outside of the decisions in the scenario (will get to later), what are your guesses 

about considerations for the boys (12 year old in particular) regarding emotional, 
physical, and social development that are important to keep in mind?

• 8 and 11-year old girls who are in the primary custody of their biological mother and 
have visits with their biological father on alternating weekends…who are now in the 
middle of a situation with a potential move to step-father’s home 2 hours away. 

• Outside of the decisions in the scenario (will get to later), what are your guesses 
about considerations for the girls regarding emotional, physical, and social 
development that are important to keep in mind?



Major Markers of 
Cognitive/Learning Development

• Ability to understand world continues to grow – 
branching out from family to other adults and peers

• “Rapid developmental of mental skills”
• Differentiates between fantasy and reality better
• Tells time
• Understands commands with multiple instructions
• Shifts attention between tasks
• Gives more thought to decisions and can think 

about the future

Stanford Children’s Health; Iowa State University Extension

(Tunno, 2020)



Additional Considerations 
Cognitive Development

6-12 year old children are able to:

• Focus on several aspects of a problem at a time, concentrate on what they do for longer 
periods of time. And have Increased problem-solving ability, but not yet like an adult.

• (This is important to remember as adults may have higher expectations of these kids because they 
are starting to problem solve and have more abstract thought…but they are just developing these 
skills. Adults need to remember this as they interact with these kids.)

• Begin to understand time and the days of the week; by age 10, children can place events in 
time sequence.

• (This is important to remember when asking children to recount or share about something that 
happened in the past…what they are able to communicate could be limited)

     
  

      Adapted from the American Psychological Association ACT program, 2022



Additional Considerations 
Cognitive Development

6-12 year old children are able to:

• Can speak and also write; by age 10, children have a vocabulary of 20,000 words 
and learn an average of 20 new words a day; can also understand that a word may 
have different meanings.

• (This is important to remember as adults may assume if kids have a certain vocabulary 
that they understand more than they do)

• Can better understand and internalize moral rules of behavior (right/wrong; 
good/bad; wonderful/terrible) 

• (This is important to remember as kids may have more absolute ways of thinking re: right and 
wrong) 

  

      Adapted from the American Psychological Association ACT program, 2022



Major Markers of Physical Development

• Girls tend to develop faster than boys
• More physical abilities and desire for independence

• CDC – highlights safety risk for this age – importance for supervision
• Learn how to look for traffic, knowing when to ask for help 

• Can play and benefit from organized sports/games
• Understand rules and cooperation with others

• Beginning of puberty

(Iowa State University Extension; National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

(Tunno, 2020)



Puberty During Middle 
Childhood

• When does puberty typically begin for 
girls and for boys?

• Girls = between 8 and 13
• Boys = between 9 and 14

• At what age is puberty considered 
early for girls and for boys?

• Girls = before 8 years
• Boys =before 9 years

(National Research Council; Duke Health, 2013; Mayo Clinic, ND)
(Tunno, 2020)



Video on Early Puberty

https://www.thedoctorstv.com/articles/3186-early-puberty-what-
parents-should-know 

(Tunno, 2020)

https:///
http://www.thedoctorstv.com/articles/3186-early-puberty-what-parents-should-know
http://www.thedoctorstv.com/articles/3186-early-puberty-what-parents-should-know


Major Markers of Social/Emotional 
Development

• Can cooperate and share
• Occasional temper tantrums are normal –ability to express self develops
• Likes to play games – understands rules
• Enjoys clubs and groups
• Growing importance of friendships/relationships with outside world

• Will look to feedback on own self-perception 
• Impact development of self-esteem and self-efficacy
• Worry about what others think 

• Desires more independence from family as friendships grow
• Increased interest in opposite gender
• Likes talking to others – communication is more effective as they grow

Iowa State University Extension; Overstreet, ND; National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention



Additional Factors 
that Impact Development

• Early Life Stress
• Exposure to Traumatic Events
• COVID and COVID related losses

• Socioeconomic Status
• Relationships with parents and caregivers
• Community supports
• Access to education programming 

Adapted from the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion , 2022



Framework for 
Examining 
Impact of 

COVID-Related 
Stress

(Adapted from 
Stoddard & 
Kaufman, 2020)

COVID - 
Death

Exposure to COVID 
- Individually or in 

Family 

Difficulty with Food and 
Medical/Mental Health Care 

Access

School/Job Changes or Losses, Family 
Income Changes

Baseline Stress for All (e.g., worry about getting 
sick, trips to grocery store, loss of routine, loss of 
connection to family, friends, social connections)



Traumatic 
Losses, 

Maltreatment/ 
Violence

Pre-Existing 
Trauma 
History/ 

Symptoms

Increased 
Frequency, 

Intensity, and 
Duration of 

Stressors

Negotiating 
Danger and 

Safety Issues

Increased Risk for 
Impairment of 

Functioning and 
Need for Mental 
Health Services



Estimates of Children and Youth Who Experienced the 
Loss of a Parent to COVID-19

• 142,637 US children and youth 
between April 1, 2020-June 30, 
2021 lost a parent, custodial 
parent, or grandparent caregiver to 
COVID

• Includes COVID-19 deaths and 
indirect fatalities such as those due 
to a pandemic related difficulty 
accessing healthcare. 

Hillis et al, 2021-Pediatrics

• Worldwide, more than 1.1 million 
children lost at least 1 parent or 
custodial grandparent in the first 14 
months of the pandemic

• Modeling study 

Hillis et al., 2021- The Lancet



HTTP://WWW.SESAMEWORKSHOP.ORG/GRIEF

• The death of a parent is one of the most challenging things a 
child can face, and shockingly an estimated 2.5% of children 
under age 18 have experienced the death of a parent 
(approximately 2.5 million children)* and on March 10, 2010 
TAPS (Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors) estimated 
that the 5,398 U.S. military deaths in Iraq and Afghanistan had 
left 3,779 children without a parent, while 2,669 spouses had 
been widowed. In response, Sesame Workshop, the nonprofit 
organization behind Sesame Street, is launching When 
Families Grieve, an outreach initiative that provides free 
resources in support of families with young children, in the 
military and the general public, coping with the death of a 
parent. A preview of the materials was presented today at the 
offices of New York Life Insurance with Katie Couric; Gary 
E. Knell, President and CEO of Sesame Workshop; Casey 
Holstein with his daughters Charli and Lia, who were 
featured in the special; and Sesame Street’s Muppets Elmo, 
Rosita and Jesse (Elmo’s cousin). The initiative is presented 
in conjunction with the Month of the Young Child & the 
Month of the Military Child. (April 2010)

http://www.sesameworkshop.org/grief
http://www.sesameworkshop.org/
http://www.sesamestreet.org/
http://www.sesamestreet.org/grief
http://www.sesamestreet.org/grief


BACKGROUND OF THE ACES STUDY

• Original ACEs study conducted at Kaiser Permanente from 
1995 to 1997
– Studied over 17,000 HMO members from Southern California
– Participants received physical exams and completed surveys regarding 

childhood experiences and current health status and behaviors
• Participants were predominantly White (74.8%), over 60 

(46.4%), and college graduates (39.3%)

(Felitti et al., 1998)



TYPES OF ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
(ACES)

OTHER TYPES OF 
TRAUMA

• Traumatic loss, 
separation, 
bereavement

• Sexual assault
• Physical assault
• Community 

violence
• Serious illness or 

medical trauma
• Accidents/fires 
• Natural disasters
• War, terrorism, 

political violence
• School violence
• Bullying

(Felitti et al., 1998)



SIGNIFICANCE OF ACES:
HELPFUL BUT NOT SUFFICIENT 

• Original study raised public awareness of the high prevalence 
and impact of negative life events in children’s lives. 
– Developed as an epidemiological (public health) research tool, not as 

a mental health screening tool for children and adolescents. 
• The ACEs questionnaire does not:

– Address all types of trauma exposure and adversity
– Consider the frequency, duration, and intensity of childhood 

experiences
– Address strengths and resilience of children and families

(NCTSN ACEs Work Group, NCTSN, 2016)



WHAT RESILIENCY IS AND IS NOT

RESILIENCY IS 
a part of being Trauma-Informed

RESILIENCY IS NOT 
on the opposite end of the continuum 
from being Trauma-Informed

Resiliency 
Informed

Trauma
 Informed



THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ACES



BEING CAUTIOUS ABOUT INFERENCES

• In 2020, one of the ACES original study 
lead authors published this paper:

• “Inferences about an individual’s risk for 
health or social problems should not be 
made based upon an ACE score, and no 
arbitrary ACE score, or range of scores, 
should be designated as a cut point for 
decision making or used to infer 
knowledge about individual risk for 
health outcomes. 

•  California’s recent release of statewide 
guidelines for MediCal patients as part 
of the  ACEs Aware initiative provides 
a useful example for consideration of 
these issues.”



REMINDER OF THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE
Another lead author of the original ACES Study:

• “Some experts have advocated for use of the 
original 10-item ACE survey as a means to 
explore possible childhood trauma. 

• The original ACE survey was developed and 
used as a research tool to explore the 
relationships between ACEs and health 
consequences. It is neither a comprehensive 
nor a diagnostic clinical tool. 

• Research has demonstrated that additional 
stressors such as being the victim of bullying or 
racism and being exposed to community 
violence are equally or more traumatic than 
some of the original ACEs."

Adverse Childhood Experiences: Informing Best Practices 
Online Collaborative Living Document Version 1.0 – 3/14/15



Amaya-Jackson, L., Absher, L.E., Gerrity, E.T., Layne, C.M., & Halladay Goldman, J. (2021)

NEW NCTSN RESOURCE 
ON ACES SCREENING



TAKEAWAYS FROM NCTSN RESOURCE ON 
ACES SCREENING

• Terms overlap but are not interchangeable 
• Not all ACES are created equal
• Exposure to trauma and adversity interacts significantly with 

child development
• Early intervention and prevention can stop progression of 

problems

Amaya-Jackson et al, 2021



WHAT THE SCORE CAN AND CAN’T TELL YOU

Amaya-Jackson et al, 2021



Exposure To Traumatic Events 
School-aged Children (6–12)

Key Developmental Tasks Trauma’s Impact

 Manage fears, anxieties, and 
aggression

 Sustain attention for learning 
and problem solving

 Control impulses and  
manage physical responses 
to danger

  Emotional swings

  Learning problems

  Specific anxieties and fears 

  Attention seeking 

  Regression or reversion to    
younger behaviors 



Continuing With The Cases-
What Are Some Additional Considerations

12 and 14-year old boys alleged to be delinquent for wantonly and willfully burning a 
school building after setting a fire in the school bathroom. 

• What is the significance of the 12-year-old’s developmental level, maturity, and 
psychological status? 

• How would those factors be evaluated? 

• What evidence do you want? What more do you want to know? 

• What will you decide? 



Continuing With The Cases-
What Are Some Additional Considerations

12 and 14-year old boys alleged to be delinquent for wantonly and willfully burning a school 
building after setting a fire in the school bathroom. 

• What is the significance of the 12-year-old’s developmental level, maturity, and 
psychological status? 
– Additional Question: What do we know about 6-12 year olds and their connection to 

peers? Does that impact what we would expect from the 12 year old in this case?

– How would those factors be evaluated?

• What evidence do you want? What more do you want to know? 
 -Additional Question: What do we know about this child’s history of making and keeping 

friends, other behavioral problems, or family history? If we knew these things how would it 
impact our approach?

• What will you decide? 



Continuing With The Cases-
What Are Some Additional Considerations

• 8 and 11-year old girls who are in the primary custody of their biological 
mother and have visits with their biological father on alternating 
weekends…who are now in the middle of a situation with a potential move to 
step-father’s home 2 hours away. 

• What child development issues addressing best interests of the child are 
raised in this scenario? 

• What additional information would you like to know before deciding? 

• What will you decide? 



Continuing With The Cases-
What Are Some Additional Considerations

• 8 and 11-year old girls who are in the primary custody of their biological 
mother and have visits with their biological father on alternating 
weekends…who are now in the middle of a situation with a potential move to 
step-father’s home 2 hours away. 

• What child development issues addressing best interests of the child are 
raised in this scenario? 
– Additional Question: What do we know about physical development 

during this time for the girls? How might that impact the decisions in this 
case? 

• What additional information would you like to know before deciding? 

• What will you decide? 



Usually this quote is used when talking about organizations 
and culture…what about this quote might be important to 

think about in terms of the families in these cases?

“Culture eats strategy 
for breakfast”

-Peter Drucker



What Resources Could Be Shared with Parents 
Connected to these Cases?



OVERVIEW OF
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

Directions/Commands

• Statements vs. Questions
• Setting an agenda and having 

session ‘rules’
• Choices when appropriate and 

acceptable

Praise/Rewards

• Refocusing on positive behavior: 
“catch them being good” 

• Creativity in rewards: at home 
and in session

• Specifics about rewards: Provide 
as immediately as possible, 
related to child’s interests or 
control/ability to make a choice, 
parents and therapists have to hold 
up their end of the bargain



OVERVIEW OF BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT 
(CONTINUED)

• Differential Attention
– Any behavior you pay attention to WILL INCREASE (e.g., 

Positive behavior, Negative behavior, Avoidance, Odd/unusual 
behaviors

– Pay attention to the opposite of the behavior you are 
ignoring/want to go away

– What behaviors can you ignore?
– What behaviors can’t you ignore?
– What happens when you give in after a period of ignoring? 



EFFECTIVE CONSEQUENCES

• Time out
– Ages 2-6

• Work chores
– Ages 7-12

• The “iron-clad contract”
– Adolescence 



GIVING EFFECTIVE COMMANDS

• Cue child to pending command: “Sally, please…”
• Make it simple
• Make it developmentally appropriate
• Phrase it positively
• Give it in a neutral tone of voice
• Provide an explanation BEFORE command is given
• Give one command at a time
• Praise immediately after compliance



WHEN NO COMPLIANCE:

• Limit warnings to ONE!!!!!
• “Sally, you have two choices. You can either do this behavior or 

you can take this consequence



HOW DO YOU TEACH BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT 
TO CAREGIVERS? 
• Modeling
• Role Plays with parent
• The Feedback Sandwich
• Repeated Practice with increasingly 

difficult child behavior/responses
• Watch parent with the child to 

see the skills in action and be 
able to problem solve with the 
parent



TWO CURRENT ISSUES/NEEDS

• What is the current make up of our EBT trainers?
• Who has access to become a trainer?
• Who has access to become a provider?
• What is the process to become a trainer and how do 

we ensure more equitable access?
• Why is it important to have trainers and providers that 

are representative of the communities they serve in?
• Why would this be important for you in your work and 

connection to providers?

• Significant numbers of children, youth, and adults 
who are at risk for or who have died by suicide?

• How does the NCTSN make changes in the way we 
screen, assess, and partner in communities to 
prevent suicide?

• How do we look at our approach differently given 
what we are doing now is not working?

• How do we address the fact that some groups are 
more impacted by trauma and suicide than others?



Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4



NCTSN Resource: 
Coping in Hard 
Times for Parents 

• Link: 
https://www.nctsn.org/sites/defaul
t/files/resources/fact-
sheet/coping_in_hard_times_paren
ts.pdf

https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/fact-sheet/coping_in_hard_times_parents.pdf
https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/fact-sheet/coping_in_hard_times_parents.pdf
https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/fact-sheet/coping_in_hard_times_parents.pdf
https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/fact-sheet/coping_in_hard_times_parents.pdf


Potential Referral Resources
• Parent/Family Mediation – if trying to resolve legal disputes
• Books for Parents on Impact of Divorce

• “We’re Still Family – What Children Have to Say About Their Parents’ Divorce” by Dr. Constance Ahrons
• “The Good Divorce” by Dr. Constance Ahrons

• UNC Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities (developmental assessments): 
http://www.cidd.unc.edu/services/clinical/ 

• Duke Children’s Evaluation Center (general mental health assessment and informed referral): 
https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-childrens-evaluation-
center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management 

• Duke Child and Family Study Center (variety of treatment and assessment for youth/young 
adults/families): https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-child-and-family-study-
center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management

• Center for Child and Family Health (CCFH; multiple services for youth/young adults/families 
who have experienced trauma and for young children with oppositional behavior): 
https://www.ccfhnc.org/programs/urbaniak-clinic/

• North Carolina Child Treatment Program (clinicians rostered in Trauma-Informed, Evidence-
Based Practices): https://ncchildtreatmentprogram.org/ 

http://www.cidd.unc.edu/services/clinical/
https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-childrens-evaluation-center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management
https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-childrens-evaluation-center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management
https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-child-and-family-study-center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management
https://www.dukehealth.org/locations/duke-child-and-family-study-center?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=Directory+Management
https://www.ccfhnc.org/programs/urbaniak-clinic/
https://ncchildtreatmentprogram.org/


Any
Questions

CONTACT :
george.ake@duke.edu 

mailto:George.ake@duke.edu
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